Molecular Investigations of Selected Spike Protein Mutations in SARS-CoV-2: Delta and Omicron Variants and Omicron BA.2 Sub Variant
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Abstract:

Among the multiple SARS-CoV-2 variants recently reported, the delta variant has generated most perilous and widespread effects. Another variant, omicron, has been identified specifically for its high transmissibility. Omicron contains numerous spike (S) protein mutations and in numbers much larger than those of its predecessor variants. BA.2, a sub variant of omicron, has recently emerged with more spreadable infectivity as compared to the original omicron species. BA.2 also contains several new and additional mutations in its spike protein, and represents the globally most prevalent form of SARS-CoV-2 at the present time.

In this report we discuss some essential structural aspects and time-based structure changes of a selected set of spike protein mutations within the delta and omicron variants, including those of omicron BA.2. The expected impact of multiple-point mutations within the spike protein’s receptor-binding domain (RBD) and S1 are also discussed. It is expected that the structural data discussed in this report will be helpful to identify drug targets and to neutralize antibodies for the evolving variants/sub variants of SARS-CoV-2.
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1. Introduction

Since WHO declared a Public Health Emergency due to SARS-CoV-2 in January 2020 [1], several different variants of corona virus has emerged. Among these variants, the delta strain has been reported to be particularly aggressive due to its fast transmissibility and strong infectivity. The delta variant, also known as the B.1.617.2 strain, was first identified in India, and n was listed among the CDC’s “Variants of Concern” [2]. The highly contagious B.1.1.529 strain, omicron, was first identified in South Africa in December 2021 [3], and the presence of numerous spike (S) protein mutations in omicron makes this variant extremely contagious and highly transmissible. More recently the BA.2 sub variant of omicron, containing many additional mutations in its S protein has become a predominant COVID 19 species worldwide [4]. These mutations within the recent SARS-COV-2 variants and sub variant BA.2 are listed in Table SI1.

As new variants/sub variants of SARS-CoV-2 continue to emerge, they are likely to be associated with more epitope escape mutations with unknown mutations of greater epidemiological fitness. High performance computational tools have the potential of aiding the ongoing efforts to identify the proper therapeutic targets for these pathogenic variants. In this regard, structure-based computational immunology and bioinformatics based methods of immuno-engineering play a critical role in detecting proper drug targets as well as in designing new vaccines [5-7].

In our previous reports we have discussed time-based structures of various immunologically significant proteins and their structure-functions relationships [8-10]. We have also reported the impacts of mutations on the receptor binding domain (RBD) of SARS-CoV-2 [11,12]. Recently we have also examined the impact of Zn ion coordinated Angiotensin II peptides on the spike 1 (S1)-angiotensin converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) receptor binding [13].
the present communication, we will analyze most of the RBD mutations observed in delta and omicron variants and omicron sub variant BA.2, and we will also determine their structural changes and stability as functions of time. Results for the time based structures of wt SARS-CoV-2 S1 and the S1 mutations within the delta, omicron, and BA.2 will be included.

Moreover, initially we have started to explore a possible combination of delta and omicron variants and very recently a few cases of deltacron recombinant species is identified in some countries [14]. The RBD and S1 mutations within the mu and delta-omicron variants are also briefly explored here as well. Within the delta variant residue 681 is mutated to P681R. However in omicron variant this is P681H. We have kept P681R in the S1 of combined delta-omicron variant. Another variant, mu was briefly discussed in this report that was described as “Variants Being Monitored” by CDC [2].

2. Materials and Methods

The spike (S) protein of the SARS CoV-2 comprised of two subunits, S1 and S2. This paper is centered on the wt and recent mutant variants of the RBD and S1 subunit. The 6M0J.PDB was selected for the wt RBD simulations [15]. Starting from the wt RBD structure, the mutant variants were generated using the VMD mutator plugin graphical user window (GUI). We have analyzed the selected S1 RBD mutations within the B.1.617.2 strain, the delta variant and the B.1.1.529 strain, the omicron variant, along with an exploration of the RBD BA.2. The B.1.621 strain, also known as the mu variant and another possible combination of the delta and omicron variants has been briefly described. The structural analyses of these last two species were described in the Supplementary Information (SI).
The I-Tasser server was used to model the structure of SARS-CoV-2 S1 [16]. The wt S1 was prepared based on the 6VYB.PDB; chain B [17]. Due to the lack of experimental data, part of the protein sequences have still been missing in the published literature, making those sequences difficult to model; some of these missing sequences have been based here on the PDB structure 6ZP2 and other resources reported elsewhere [4,18]. The selected RBD and S1 mutations used in these simulation experiments have been listed in Supporting Table S1.1. Some mutations are updated later.

For the simulation purpose we have used the NAMD, VMD and quickMD packages [19-21]. The implicit solvation system was used with the Generalized Born Solvent-Accessible Surface Area [22]. After initial minimization, annealing and equilibration processes of the MD production run were procured using the NVT ensemble. The production run was set for 25 and 20 ns for the RBD and S1 respectively. The detailed experimental procedures have been described elsewhere [11]. The resulting data were analyzed using VMD and the figures for reporting were developed using Biovia Discovery Studio Visualizer [23]. The plots of processed data were generated using origin.

3. Results and Discussions

The RBD of 6M0J.PDB contains residues 333 to 526 AAs. The RBD mutations on 6M0J are displayed in Fig.1 A-C. Fig. 1A includes the 3 mutations within the delta/ B.1.617.2 strain selected for this study. Fig. 1B includes the 15 selected mutations within the omicron/B.1.1.529 strain and Fig. 1C displays the 18 selected mutations within the omicron BA.2 sub variant. The 3 mutations selected within the mu /B.1.621 and a potential combined strain of delta-omicron are tabulated in SI Table SI. This delta-omicron contains one additional mutation L452R from the
delta variant in addition to the omicron RBD mutations. The RBD mutations of other variants have been described in our previous report [12].
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Figure 1. A-C Ribbon diagram of SARS-CoV-2 variants with selected RBD mutations. These variants are based on 6M0J structure. Displayed are the A. delta RBD with selected mutations B. omicron variant RBD with selected mutations and C. omicron BA.2 sub variant with selected RBD mutations. D-F. Ribbon diagram of SARS-CoV-2 variants with selected S1 mutations. D. delta variant with selected S1 mutations. E. omicron variant with selected S1 mutations. and F. omicron sub variant BA.2 with selected S1 mutations.

Fig. 2A illustrate the traditional RMSD plots of wt and different SARS-CoV-2 variants with selected RBD mutations; wt SARS-CoV-2 has also been included here for comparison. It is evident from this plot that delta RBD is the most stable form among all species studied here. This variant is more stable than omicron and even stable compare to its wt version. While the omicron variant is most unstable, the RBD of omicron sub variant BA.2 is quite stable. The average root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the BA.2 sub variant is slightly higher than that of the delta
variant as displayed in Fig. 2B. Fig. 2B also describes the RMSD results within the delta and omicron species. The delta variant has the lowest average RMSD values while omicron has the highest. This figure also indicates certain findings from Fig. 2A, where the omicron variant shows larger variations. Fig. 2C presents the RMSD plots of RBD mutations within different variants. The results in Figs 2C-2D suggest that the mutations in the delta variant are most stable and those of omicron are most unstable. It is possible that numerous RBD mutations within the omicron make the latter unstable; this is not the case for the RBD of omicron sub variant BA.2, where the presence of RBD mutations make this protein rather stable.

Figure 2. A. The typical RMSD plots of wt and different SARS-CoV-2 variants with selected RBD mutations. These variants are based on spike RBD, 6M0J.PDB. B The average RMSD plots of wt RBD, delta, omicron variants and BA.2 sub variant with selected RBD mutations. The average values of RMSD were taken from 25ns simulation time. These values are extracted from Fig. 1A. C. The typical RMSD plots of RBD mutations within different SARS-CoV-2 variants and sub variant. D. The average RMSD plots for SARS-CoV-2 mutations within deferent variants. These average values of RBD mutations are extracted from Fig. 1C.
Fig. 3A represents the traditional RMSD graphs of the wt and the mutant variants of SARS-CoV-2 S1 with selected mutations. Fig 3B shows the average RMSD values of the wt and variant proteins with selected S1 mutations. From these plots we can infer that the omicron variant and BA.2 sub variant with S1 mutations show higher RMSD values compare to those of the delta variant. It is also clear from Fig. 3C-D that the S1 mutations within the delta variant show the lowest degree of RMSD variations. Therefore, we can assume that delta variant is the most stable form of this virus among these variants and sub variant. Interestingly, at the same time, the S1 of BA.2 shows marginally lower RMSD (11.67Å) than delta S1 (11.76Å) though the RBD of delta (3.35Å) seems slightly more stable than the BA.2 RBD (3.39Å). The overall RMSD values of the S1 are much higher than the RBD RMSDs due to the presence of many turns and coils in the protein.
average RMSD values were measured from 20ns simulation time. These values were extracted from Fig. 3A. C. The typical RMSD plots of S1 mutations within different SARS-CoV-2 variants and sub variant. D. The average RMSD plots for SARS-CoV-2 mutations within different variants and sub variant. These average values were extracted from Fig. 3C.

Figure 4. Time based secondary structure changes of SARS-CoV-2 mutant variants and sub variant (A) delta, (B) omicron and (C) omicron BA.2 sub variant with selected RBD mutations. The vertical axis represents the mutated residues and the horizontal axis represents the simulation time scale. These secondary structure changes were recorded for 25ns.
Results of time based secondary structure analyses of different RBDs are displayed in Fig. 4. The secondary structure of K417N and L452R mutations in delta variant are stable compared to T478K (Fig. 4A). In the omicron variant most of the mutations are unstable including G339D, S371L, S375F, N440K, S477N and T478K, which, in combination, make the omicron RBD measurably unstable (Fig. 4B). In BA.2 sub variant R408S, T478K and E484A residues seems very stable whereas residues G339D and G496S appear unstable (Fig.4C). These results, suggest an overall high stability of the delta RBD. Based on its RBD, the sub variant BA.2 is also a stable protein and omicron RBD is most unstable among these three RBDs.

Figure 5. The Secondary structure changes of SARS-CoV-2 wt and mutant S1 with selected mutations. A. delta B. omicron variants and C. omicron sub variant BA.2. These structural changes were recorded
for 20ns. D. Color code explanation of proteins’ secondary structures. These are the default color codes generated by VMD graphical user interface.

Fig. 5 illustrates the secondary structure changes of SARS-CoV-2 S1 of delta, and omicron variants and BA.2 sub variant with selected mutations. The delta S1 appears quite stable (Fig. 5A). No major changes in the stability or fluctuations within the secondary structures are observed for this variant. V70F and T478K residues also seem quite stable during the simulation timescale as the turns and coils of these species are converted into beta sheets. In the case of omicron S1, though residues G339D and N440K seem stable with time, fluctuations are observed in the mutated residues A67V, L212I, K417N and T547K (Fig. 5B). For the BA.2 sub variant (Fig. 5C), residues V47 and T478K seem unstable as their beta sheets are converted into turns and coils. On the other hand, residues F375, 479-81 are converted to alpha helices and beta sheets from their turns/coils phases, respectively. The stability analyses of S1 secondary structure mimics those of the RBD secondary structures, and suggests that delta is the most stable variant, while the BA.2 sub variant is more stable than omicron.

The average solvent accessible surface area (SASA) values for each of the RBD and S1 mutations within the SARS-CoV-2 variants and sub variants are plotted in Fig. 6. These results are average SASA values obtained from the simulation time scale. The SASA values are calculated using the VMD timeline window. It should be noted in this context that the severity of certain disease largely depends on the buried or exposed nature of the underlying mutated residues [24]. In Fig. 6A, the highest SASA values are observed in L452R within the RBD of delta variant, which suggests that this residue has a comparably large solvent accessible surface. The SASA values may increase due to partial unfolding caused by residue mutation.

Among the three species we have studied here, the L452R mutation is only observed in the delta variant. Since mutated residue R is hydrophilic and surface exposed, the structural
rearrangements or conformational deviations may possible in this case. Published report suggests that L452R within the delta variant strongly interacts with ACE2 [25]. T478K within delta variant also shows considerably high SASA value. As positively charged K⁺ impact the electrostatic surface area, this residue may manifest stronger interactions with the receptor [26]. In delta RBD, only one residue shows considerably lower SASA values indicating that this buried residue K417N is quite stable in nature. However, if surface exposed residues on the RBD form stable interactions with the ACE2 receptor as in the case of delta, where the mutant L452R strongly bind to the ACE2 receptor making delta RBD quite stable. Thus it could be possible that the L452R and T478K within the delta variant may have a stronger stabilizing effect [12,27]. Although T478K was not present in any previously identified variants, this mutation is observed in all the variants and sub variant we studied in this report. It is possible that the greater mutational fitness of the delta variant may be due to L452R or a combination of a number of residue mutations.

In the case of omicron RBD, as displayed in Fig. 6B, despite the presence of fewer buried residues with lower SASA values, majority of the mutated residues have greater SASA values; this suggests the possibility of making this protein quite unstable as S protein of omicron variant demonstrated decreased receptor interactions [28].

The omicron variant contains more mutations than delta and some of them are at the ligand-receptor interfacial region, while the stronger binding interactions between L452R and ACE2 receptor make delta variant somewhat unique. Hydrogen bond formation between residue G493 of delta with ACE2 contributes to it stronger structure [25]. Furthermore, it is possible that most of the mutations present in the omicron variant are counteracted by neutralizing antibodies, while at the same time, L452R in delta is considered as antibody neutralizing escape mutation.
In the case of BA.2, as displayed in Fig. 6C the slightly higher numbers of buried residues (with lower SASA values) possibly make this sub variant more stable than original omicron. Usually, the buried residues present within the core of the protein are the most stable part of a protein. The surface exposed residues with greater SASA values are likely to be comparatively less stable unless the surface exposed residues form stronger receptor interactions.

The SASA values of S1 mutations are displayed in Fig 6D-F, where the findings of the corresponding RBDs are detected again. The delta has a number of buried residues, but here the surface exposed residues have strong interactions with ACE2. Despite the many buried residues of omicron, the numbers of surface exposed residues are greater than the buried residues in this
case. S1 of sub variant BA.2 has more buried residues than those of the S1 of omicron variant. It is likely that most of the surface exposed residues in the omicron variant are loosely attached to the ACE2 receptor. Currently there are no readily available experimental results for the BA.2 sub variant. It could be possible that the surface exposed residues within sub variant BA.2 bind more strongly to the ACE2 receptor than omicron variant. This sub variant may have antibody neutralizing escape mutants and thus, may emerge as a strong form of the virus [29,30]. Nonetheless, according to the RMSD data and the time-based secondary structure analyses presented here, the delta is currently most stable, sub variant BA.2 also is quite stable among the three forms we have studied. The delta-omicron species also shows low RMSD values (Fig. SI.2).

4. Conclusions

The simulation data reported here indicate that delta is the most stable form of COVID 19 and the omicron BA.2 sub variant is also quite stable among the selected forms we have studied. We expect that the structural data discussed in this paper will be useful to identify drug targets and neutralizing antibodies for emerging SARS-CoV-2 variants or sub variants with newer escape mutations. We also hope that by contributing to the literature on SARS-CoV-2, the present manuscript will serve to help the ongoing efforts to overcome the COVID 19 pandemic in some ways.

Omicron sub variant BA.2 has been known as “stealth omicron” as this sub variant was initially difficult to identify from the delta variant using traditional testing procedures. Recently, a combination of sub variants BA.1 and BA.2 has been reported. This hybrid or recombinant variant is also known as sub variant XE [31]. Several omicron sub variants including BA.3,
BA.4, BA.5 and two versions of omicron variant BA.2.12.1 and BA.2.12 have also been identified. As the mRNA virus is highly adaptable and environmentally fit, it is possible that newer sub versions of variants/sub variants would arise with new functional epitopes with antibody neutralizing escape mutations.
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